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12/14: Star Wars: The Last Jedi 
The second film of the new Star 
Wars trilogy, Episode VIII, 
comes with the raw, untamed 
power of Rey while receiving 
her training from Luke 
Skywalker himself. We hope to 
receive some answers to our 
gazillion questions, but I am 
afraid that we will be left with 
more questions than answers by 
the end of the film. We see
actors returning to the movie 
such as Daisy Ridley, John 
Boyega, Oscar Isaac, Mark 
Hamill and of course, sadly, the 
final role of Carrie Fisher, 
Princess Leia herself. 

12/14: Wonder 
Based on the bestseller, this 
movie tells the story of a young 
boy born with facial differences 
who starts fifth grade in a 
mainstream school for the first 
time in his life. We see how his 
family and classmates relate to 
a boy so different from the 
other children. A very inspiring 
and heart-warming story, 
perfect for the holiday season! 
Young August is played by 
Jacob Tremblay, and his parents 
by Julia Roberts and Owen 
Wilson. 

THE MOVIE GUIDE

12/28: The Greatest Showman 
Full of music and singing comes 
the glamourous story of P.T. 
Barnum and the birth of show 
business. Inspired by true events, 
we see Barnum’s disappointment 
and his rise to fame, putting 
excluded and strange people 
into the spotlight, because “no 
one ever made a difference by 
being like everybody else”. We 
already know that Hugh Jackman 
and Zac Efron can sing and the 
rest of the cast include Rebecca 
Ferguson, Zendaya and Michelle 
Williams. 

12/28: Pitch Perfect 3 
“What’s up Pitches?” Get ready 
for some acapella one last time! 
The now separated and working 
girl Barden Bellas really miss 
each other and the singing, so 
they reunite for a competition at 
an overseas USO tour. Well, 
count us in! The music and 
singing, I am sure, will be in the 
same pitch with wonderful 
actor/singers returning as Anna 
Kendrick, Hailee Steinfeld, 
Brittany Snow, Anna Camp and of 
course the one and only Rebel 
Wilson. 
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This December it’s all about entertainment. In our movie guide this 
month you will find a wonderfully sweet family movie, a dazzling musical, an 
acapella movie, of course including the year’s biggest film event: the annual
Star Wars movie. Go check them out in between gift hunting, just don’t 
forget the popcorn! :) 


